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1. Introduction 

While even the single neutral physical Higgs boson of the standard model’ is 

yet to be found, there is considerable speculation that the Higgs sector is to be 

enlarged, a e rf not to be replaced altogether by dynamically generated states which 

are only one manifestation of a whole spectrum of particles due to an additional 

kind of strong interaction.3 At a less dramatic level, currently interesting models 

involving left-right symmetric gauge theories,4 or supersymmetry, for example, 

call for an enlargement of the Higgs sector to involve at least two Higgs doublets. 

In a theory with two Higgs doublets we gain four more physical bosons, two 

charged and two neutral. At the same time there is an additional parameter in 

a second vacuum expectation value, or, more conveniently, a ratio of vacuum ex- 

pectation values if we fix one appropriate combination to be that of the standard 

model. Tuning this ratio of vacuum expectation values allows one to enhance (or 

suppress) the strength of the physical Higgs couplings and thereby to increase (or 

decrease) the size of the effects these additional bosons have on various processes. 

Abbott, Sikivie, and Wise’ showed that useful bounds on the enhancement 

of the couplings of the charged Higgs bosons in such a model could be set by 

considering their effect on the Kg - Ki mass difference. Because the charged 

Higgs bosons couple proportionally to the mass of the fermion and their con- 

tributions are not subject to a GIM cancellation,’ they potentially give a large 

short-distance contribution to this mass difference through their presence to- 

gether with heavy quarks in the relevant one loop diagrams. In the case of the 

Kg - tiL mass difference it is the charm quark which is responsible for most of 

the short-distance. contribution and therefore the charm quark mass which enters 

the bound derived in this manner. 



More recently, the bounds derivable from the imaginary, i.e. CP violating, 

part of the neutral K mass matrix have been investigated.’ Here the top quark 

plays a dominant role, and the resulting bounds are much stronger than those 

of Abbott, Sikivie and Wise,6 if the assumption is again made that the short- 

distance contribution due to diagrams involving Higgs exchange is less than that 

due to W exchange. However, it is altogether possible to contemplate dropping 

this last requirement, in which case the Higgs exchange diagrams could become 

the primary source of CP violation in the neutral K mass matrix, and a fairly 

large range of Higgs masses and couplings is opened up. 

In this paper we obtain the bounds on masses and couplings of charged Higgs 

bosons in a two doublet model that follow from their effect on neutral B meson 

mixing, i.e. the Bg - Bi mass difference. Again, virtual t quarks play the 

dominant role. However, in this case we obtain useful bounds independent of 

assumptions on the relative magnitude of the short distance contributions. Fur- 

thermore, as shown in Section II, even with the present fairly loose experimental 

constraints on B” -B” mixing, we obtain quite stringent bounds. They are com- 

parable to the best bounds7 obtained previously in the neutral K system with 

the additional assumption discussed above on the relative magnitude of Higgs 

and W contributions. 

In Section III we turn our attention to the neutral Higgs particles. We inves- 

tigate in some detail a subject looked at previously: the effect of neutral Higgs 

boson exchange on the spectrum and wavefunctions of toponium.* We consider 

in particular the problem of unambiguously distinguishing the effects of the Higgs 

boson from the effects of different, but theoretically acceptable, potentials. The 

net restrictions following from having considered both charged and neutral Higgs 
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bosons are summarized in Section IV. 

2. Limits from B” - Bo mixing 

As we have mentioned, many modifications and extensions of the standard 

model require extra Higgs multiplets. We shall be considering here the specific 

model with two Higgs doublets, although much of what we do can easily be 

extended to more drastic additions to the standard model. 

In any model with extra Higgs doublets, care must be taken to preserve the 

property that there be no flavor changing neutral currents at tree level. This can 

be accomplished in two ways. First, we can have one neutral Higgs field coupled 

to charge % quarks and another Higgs field coupled to charge - 5 quarks. ’ In this 

case the coupling of the physical charged bosons is given by6 

- 75) + ;I(Md(l + r5) 1 D + Hmc., (24 
where 7 and [ are the vacuum expectation values of the unmixed Higgs fields 

coupled to charge $ and -i quarks, respectively. The 3x3 matrix K is the 

Kobayashi-Maskawa (K-M) matrix, lo and A& and Md are diagonal mass matrices 

for the three charge f and -$ quarks U and D, respectively. 

Second, we can avoid flavor changing neutral currents by having just one 

Higgs doublet couple to quarks,” as in the standard model. In this case the 

neutral Higgs couplings are diagonalized along with the mass matrix and the 

charged Higgs couplings are given by 6,ll 

lint = ‘~+ ~ E 
2&%v 

i”uK(l - 75) - fj%(l + 75) D + HA., I (2.2) 

Since for the second and third generations the mass of the charge $ quarks 
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is much greater than that of the charge -i quarks in the same generation, it 

is the term proportional to 0 f M,, in either Eq. (2.1) or (2.2) which gives the 

possibility of a significant enhancement of the Higgs couplings between light and 

heavy quarks. Therefore it is this term upon which we have the best possibility of 

imposing bounds from experimental constraints. Henceforth we shall concentrate 

on its effects on physical quantities, thereby bounding t. 

The first bounds on t . rl m models with two Higgs doublets came6 from looking 

at the KS - KL mass difference and in particular the short-distance contributions 

to this mass difference arising from the box diagrams with heavy quarks and 

W’s or Higgs bosons running around the internal loop (see Fig. 1). The usual 

contribution involving W’s leads to an effective operator with a coefficient which 

because of the GIM cancellation1 behaves as G$$, aside from factors coming 

from the K-M matrix. That involving Higgs bosons on the other hand, has no 

GIM cancellation and behaves as Gs $ 0 
4 

$ aside from the same K-M factors. 
n 

Thus, if we impose the condition that the short-distance contribution from the 

diagrams involving Higgs bosons be less than that due to diagrams involving 

W’s, we will characteristically arrive at bounds of the form (g2 < 0 (t$)- 

In the case of the KS - KL mass difference, the K-M angle factors make the 

charm quark the origin of the most important short-distance contributions and 

the bound that results in this case6 is 

If we turn instead to the imaginary, CP violating, part of the mass matrix 

for the neutral K system, then the top quark plays a leading role. The resulting 

bounds that follow7 from making a similar assumption on the magnitude of 

Higgs exchange contributions versus those due to W exchange are of the form 

(i;)” < 0 (2). Since 2 appears experimentally12 to be about 30, these 
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bounds on (i)2 4 are “better” by approximately this factor. However, there is 

nothing sacred in making the assumption that the Higgs contributions are less 

than those due to W’s. If we were to drop this assumption, and instead just 

demand consistency with the observed real and imaginary parts of the neutral 

K mass matrix, then the above bounds are no longer in force, and we are able 

to use the freedom in values of the K-M angles (particularly sin6) to obtain a 

fairly wide range of Higgs masses and values of f . 

We can avoid the necessity of making such a assumption by going to the neu- 

tral B meson system. Here the t quark contribution is completely dominant in 

the expression for the mass difference, since it is weighted by K-M angle factors 

whose magnitude is like those for the charm quark, but rnf >> mt. Further- 

more, the freedom in choosing matrix elements and in K-M angle related factors 

is considerably smaller (there is negligible dependence on sin6) than in the K 

meson system. Thus we can expect a bound of the form (:)” < 0 ($) without 

additional assumptions on the relative magnitude of the Higgs and W exchange 

contributions. 

Now we proceed to analyze the B” - B” system in detail. The off-diagonal 

element of the mass matrix between states whose quark content is bz and d& 

has both a dispersive and an absorptive part. It was already known13 that 

11Y12/M12 1 = 0 (3) < 1 for the box diagram contribution involving W’s. We have 

checked that this also true for the Higgs contribution. Therefore [I’rzl < /Ml2 I 

and AM = MB, - MB~ = 21Ml21. The short distance contributions to Ml2 are 

easy to transcribe from those for the K system: 6,13 

Mww = 12 GBfkr:BB (u;btitd)2mf (2.3) 
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G;f+dB 
(v;avtd)’ $ 

0 

2 

Ml2 
WH= 

3 @M&I2 + 213)m: 

MEH _ G$fi?mBBB - 
3 (v;butd)2 

(2.4 

(2.5) 

Here matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian have been taken, neglecting14 

terms involving external quark masses and momenta as small compared to the 

dominant term involving rnf or m:, which alone has been retained. 

We have reverted to the usual practice of expressing the matrix element as a 

factor BB times its value in the vacuum insertion approximation, $firnB, where 

fB is defined analogously to the pion or kaon decay constants, jr and fK, and mg 

is the mass of the B meson. The quantities Ii,I2, and I3 depend on mt and MH 

and arise from the loop integration; they are given explicitly in the appendix 

of Ref. 6. The Uij are elements of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. lo In the 

excellent approximation of setting the cosines of the angles 01, t$ and 03 equal 

to unity, the elements of relevance here are Utb ti -efib and Utd = sin 81 sin Oz. 

The connection to experiment is made through the observation that a non- 

zero value of Ml2 (or I’rz) will result in mixing as the weak eigenstates BL and Bs 

with masses ML, MS and widths I’L, I’s will be mixtures of the B” and the 2. 

If we use the sign of the lepton charge in the semileptonic decay as an indicator 

of whether the decaying meson contains a b or 6 quark, then a quantitative 

measure of the mixing 15 is given by the time integrated probability for decay 

into a “wrong” sign lepton compared to decay into a “right” sign lepton: 
16 

r(BO + z- + *..) 
r0 = r(BO + I+ + . . .)' i;o = r(Bo + z+ +...) 

r(Bo -A-+...) 
. P-6) 

Neglecting the effects of possible CP violation, which should be a good approxi- 



mation in this case, 13 T-O = 6~ and we have the expression 

(AM)2 + (AI’/2)2 
r” = 2I’iv + (AM)2 - (AI’/2)2 (2.7) 

where AM = MS - ML, AI’ = I’s - I’L and I’=,, = (IL + IJs)/2. AS noted 

previously, II’121 =K IM 12 an I d so we can neglect Al? compared to AM and obtain 

the result relevant to the case at hand, 

ww> 2 
r” = 2 + (AM/I’)2 P-8) 

In present experiments one does not tag individual initial B” or $ mesons 

and follow their subsequent semileptonic decay. Instead one looks at production 

of a pair of hadrons containing initially a b and a b quark and measures the 

net number of same-sign and opposite-sign dileptons that result when both the 

heavy hadrons undergo semileptonic decay. In a situation where there is an 

uncorrelated pair of B” and 8 mesons, the ratio of same-sign to opposite-sign 

dileptons is 13J5J7 

N(Z+l+) + N(Z-I-) _ 
r = Aqz+z-) + N(Z-z+) 

27-O 
1 + r; P-9) 

Such would be the case generally at PEP and PETRA. However, when observing 

the same ratio near threshold where the B" and 3 are pair produced without 

other particles, the interference of the decay amplitudes (which are then coherent) 

results in 15,17 

r = ro. (2.10) 

This is the situation at CESR where an upper limit on the mixing corresponding 



to18 

r < 0.30 (2.11) 

for the Bi - $d system has been obtained. Applying Eqs. (2.lO)and (2.8), this 

translates to the bound 

IAM/I’l < .93. (2.12) 

With a B lifetime of 1.0 picosecond, we may alternately express this result as 

\AMI < 6.1 x lo- l3 GeV. Note that because the limit is obtained experimentally 

below the I3: = bs threshold we need not worry about another origin’g’20 for 

the mixing other than that involving Bi = bd. 

Since calculations of r in the standard model without extra Higgs contribu- 

tions typically yield predictions21 in the 0.01 to 0.1 range, it is clear already 

at this point that the short-distance Higgs contribution cannot be many times 

larger than that due to the usual W  contribution, or we will be in violation of 

the experimental bound in Eq. (2.11). From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) we see that 

,Pw MHH 0 i 
4 

= 47r2 
12 rl 

mprp- 4 1 0 - e4rn; - 
rl Mif 

(2.13) 

where we have inserted6 11 = (16r2M&)-l, which is good to order m;/M$. 

Thus we can see that we are headed for bounds of the general form (t/~)~ < 

several x (MH/mt). 

Let us now make this more quantitative. For the moment we neglect MITw 

and use the approximate expression for 11 given above. Then noting that Mlyw 
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and M,TH have the same phase, we have that 

AM = 21Mlyw + MITHj = 21M17wI + 21M17HI, 

and using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) this becomes: 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

With a “nominal” set of values (discussed below) of rnt = 45 GeV, W&g = 5.3 

GeV, f~ = f~ = 0.16 GeV, s2 = 0.06, Bg = 1, and a B lifetime22 of 1.0 

picosecond, this becomes the bound (shown in Fig. 2, dashed line) 

(2.16) 

when combined with Eq. (2.12) coming from the experimental bound on the 

mixing. 

We now consider the bound obtained by including MgH and keeping the full 

expressions for the quantities 11, 12, and I3 in the equation 

AM - = 
I- 

21Mgw + MKH + MlyHI 
I? 

< .93 (2.17) 

from combining AM = 2lM 12 with the experimental limit in Eq. (2.12). The ) 

bound that results from Eq. (2.17) is shown as the solid line in Fig. 2 using 

the same set of “nominal” values of the parameters as before. The approximate 

result of Eq. (2.15) is quite close to this exact bound, showing that it is Ml:H 

rather than MITw that is driving the bound. It should be noted at this point 

that although we have plotted the bound derived from the full expression in Eq. 
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(2.17) as a function of e to facilitate comparison with previous bounds (e.g. Eq. 

(2.16) and Ref. 7), th e analytic expression depends on MH and mt separately 

and not just on their ratio. We have set mt = 45 GeV/c2 in plotting Fig. 2, 

leaving MH as the variable quantity. 

A comment is in order here on the set of “nominal” values of the parameters 

which we have chosen, and their possible variation. The mass of the B meson is 

accurately fixed by experiment and we have taken mt = 45 GeV/c2, in the range 

suggested by present experimental evidence l2 for the t quark. We equate the B” 

meson lifetime with that determined for a mixture of hadrons containing the b 

quark, and take22 1.0 picoseconds for this “b quark lifetime.” In fact, rb enters 

both the value for sin02 (from the method of determining the K-M angles) and 

I?&, in such a way as to cancel out in y, the quantity of relevance here to the 

mixing. So, if we use a given lifetime consistently there is no actual dependence 

on rb. 

The value of sin 82 is extracted from rb, which yields23 I sin 83 + sin0# I = 

0.06(10-'2 set /rb) f , and from the upper limit 24 on (b + u)/(b + c), which limits 

sin&/I sin03 + sin0pei61 < 0.7. This still allows considerable latitude in values of 

sin 82, from roughly 6.62(1o-‘2/rb)+ to 0.10(10-12/q,)f. 

The quantities f~ and BB enter together in the form $ BB f;rnB as the value 

of the matrix element of the effective operator relevant to the short-distance 

contribution to B” - @  mixing. Several calculations of fB indicate 25 that fB M 
fK = fT, although substantially larger values26 have also been used. One can 

separately argue l3 that B B = 1. Alternatively one can look at the value of the 

whole matrix element. Recent estimates 27 can be rephrased as BB = $ if we fix 

fB = fK = 160 MeV. 
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Consequently we show in Fig. 3 what happens to the bound under reasonable 

pessimistic (BB = 5, sin 6$=0.04, other parameters fixed) and optimistic (BB = 

i, sin82=0.08, other parameters tied) excursions of the parameters. Even in 

the “pessimistic case,” the bound is quite restrictive ( $ 2 s 12MH/mt). The 0 
“optimistic case” may alternatively be viewed as how the bound would improve 

if the experimental limit were lowered by about a factor of three with all the 

parameters fixed at their nominal values. 

These limits are not far from what was obtained in Ref. 7 using the magnitude 

of CP violation in the neutral K system, but with the additional assumption in 

the K system that the Higgs contribution be less than that of the W to E. This 

is seen in Fig. 4 where this previous bound is shown as the dotdashed line, and 

the new bound from the B system is shown as the solid line. In both cases we 

knew in advance that the t quark short-distance contribution is dominant over 

that of the c quark and consequently the bound will be of the qualitative form 

0 
f 

2 
rl < O(MH/mt). The only question was the detailed number that replaces 

the order of magnitude: we have found that present limits of the B” -B’ mixing 

are already able to make the new bound comparable to the previous one. 

Looked at the other way, from the viewpoint of the neutral K system, we 

see that the Higgs short-distance contribution to c is not many times bigger 

than the standard short-distance contribution (involving W’s). While the most 

extreme scenarios contemplated in Ref. 7 are thus ruled out, it is still quite 

acceptable with present limits on B” - 3 mixing to have a major part of c come 

from the short-distance contribution involving charged Higgs bosons. In such 

a situation, as emphasized in Ref. 7, the ratio c’/c is correspondingly reduced 

from the value it would have in the standard model without additional Higgs. 
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Therefore small predicted values of e’/c are still possible through the introduction 

of a second Higgs doublet, even with the bound on the couplings derived here 

from the B” - B” system. 

3. Limits from Toponium Spectroscopy 

We now move from a discussion of the effects of the charged Higgs to those 

of the neutral Higgs (with enhanced couplings), particularly on tt spectroscopy. 

Of all gq systems, tS is the best system to observe the neutral Higgs effects since 

the Higgs coupling to quarks is proportional to mq, and relativistic effects are 

negligible. We begin with a review of heavy quarkonium systems. These systems 

are well described by treating the quarks as non-relativistic fermions interacting 

through a simple phenomenological potential, specified by a few parameters de- 

termined by fitting to the measured spectra. For the c and b quark systems, a 

wide range of successful forms have been proposed.28 A few examples are: 

1. Martin: 2g 

2. Cornell: 3o 

V(r) = (5.82 GeV) 
.104 r 

l( GeV)-l 

V(r) = -.48 + 
r (2.34(G:V)-1)2 

3. Richardson: 31 

V(r) = 87r 
33 - 2nf 

*(by), 

where 

f(t) = 1- 4 / % 7 [ln(g2 - 1)12 + r2 ’ 
1 

e-G 1 
13 

(34 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 



and nf is the number of quarks with mass less than the momentum of the 

bound heavy quarks (the relevant momentum scale for renormalization), 

and is taken to be 3. 

The first potential is motivated purely by the ci? and b8 data, while the other 

two incorporate to some extent the short and long range behavior expected on 

theoretical grounds. 

The consistency of present data with potentials having widely differing ana- 

lytic forms is not as surprising as it might at first seem. If one adds an appropriate 

constant to each potential, one finds all potentials to be in very good agreement 

in the range .l fm < r < 1 fm-where the RMS radii of the observed charmonium 

and bottomonium states lie (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 28 ). Toponium, however, will 

discriminate between these potentials-its lowest lying state may have a radius 

of .O5 fm or less, depending on the potential, and the predicted level spectra for 

top vary widely (see Table l- note that the radii are specified in GeV-‘). 

Into this somewhat murky situation of differing strong interaction potentials 

we now introduce the added effects of neutral Higgs boson exchange (Fig. 5). 

The analogue of Eq. (2.1) for charged Higgs is32 

( f2 + q2)‘i2 

rl 
M,,] Ucosp +B [ (‘2 +;2)1’2Md] Dsinp} 

1 I Dcosp 

where p is an unknown mixing angle between the two scalar physical fields, & 
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and r$i. We will concentrate in what follows on the effects of the exchange of 

the two scalar fields, whose couplings to t quarks are enhanced by factors of 

cos P(C2 + q2y2/q and sin p( t2 + v2)‘/‘/q , respectively, over the coupling of the 

Higgs boson of the standard model. In as much as we are interested in bounds in 

the regime where e/q is large, (r2 + v2)li2/q B r/v and the respective couplings 

are enhanced by factors of approximately (t/q) cos p and (e/q) sin p. If the two 

scalar bosons had the same mass, their combined effect would be equivalent to 

the exchange of a single scalar boson of that mass with a coupling enhanced by a 

factor t/q, the same ratio of vacuum expectation values we bounded previously. 

In the following we shall work with this latter, simplified situation, realizing that 

in general our results represent the weighted average of two Higgs boson exchange 

diagrams. 

In momentum space, the diagram in Fig. 5 then corresponds to adding the 

following term to the spin independent part of the non-relativistic potential: 

2 1 -- 
m2+g2’ 

which gives 33 

-rMH 

(3.6) 

P-7) 

in coordinate space. Again, this Yukawa-type attractive potential is to be added 

to whatever potential is chosen to represent the strong interactions for the tt 

system. 

As has been noted before,8 the energy levels and widths of toponium states 

will be noticeably shifted by the exchange of a Higgs with enhanced couplings. 

The qualitative features of its effects follow from it being attractive and having 
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its strongest effect close to the origin (as it dies off exponentially with distance). 

It tends to pull in wave functions, decrease bound state radii, and increase wave 

functions at the origin, with its strongest effect being on the lowest lying states 

whose wave functions are already large in the neighborhood of the origin where 

the Higgs exchange potential lives. 

Thus it is easy to understand the increased E 2s -Ers splitting in the presence 

of Higgs exchange, an effect already noted by Sher and Silverman: 8 the 1S state, 

with a bigger wave function at the origin to begin with, is pulled down deeper 

into the potential well than is the 2s state by the added Higgs term. However, an 

inspection of Table I reveals that comparable or larger differences in E2s - Ers 

are obtained by changing from one strong interaction potential to another. By 

itself this effect does not decisively point to Higgs exchange as its unique origin. 

What happens to the E(2S)-E(lP) se p aration is not quite as obvious. The 

situation is elucidated by a theorem of Martin: 34 if AV(r) = -&r”$$ > 0 (true 

for all proposed quarkonia potentials), the nS state lies above the (n-1)P state, 

while if AV(r) < 0 for all r such that dV/dr > 0 (true for the Higgs potential), 

the nS state lies below the corresponding P state. Here we have a qualitative 

signature of the presence of the Higgs. However, the theorem requires the given 

condition on AV(r) to hold for all r. (The condition dV/dr > 0 holds for both 

the Higgs and quarkonium potentials.) What happens in our case, where the 

Higgs only dominates near the origin ? We might guess that the energy levels will 

be inverted if the Higgs term dominates below some relevant radius, perhaps that 

of the 2S or 1P. As MH increases, the range of the Higgs potential decreases and 

we need a larger value of f to keep AV < 0. This does give a qualitative picture 

of what happens. To determine quantitatively the minimum value of $ for the 
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level inversion, we numerically solve the SchrGdinger equation. After obtaining 

E(2S) and E(lP) f or various values of f, we interpolate to estimate the value 

of $ at which E(2S)=E(lP), w lc is shown in Fig. 6 for both the Richardson h’ h 

and Cornell potentials. The Cornell potential, which starts with a bigger wave 

function at the origin, requires a smaller Higgs coupling enhancement to affect the 

inversion. We find that for large Mi the 2S level is depressed by Higgs-induced 

effects while the 1P remains much the same. As we decrease MH the 2S becomes 

more and more depressed until for very small MH the Compton wavelength of 

the neutral Higgs becomes comparable to the size of the tt system and the 1P 

starts to sink almost as fast as the 2s; hence the rise in the curves as we go to 

very small MH. 

Fairly spectacular effects can be produced in the wave function at the origin, 

particularly that of the lowest lying S-states. Here the part of the potential which 

is singular at the origin, i.e., which behaves as i, would be expected to play the 

main role. That this is indeed the case is shown in Fig. 7 where the dependence 

of lW)I on f, for the 1S ground state of the tcsystem is plotted: there is only a 

very small difference between the results obtained from the full Cornell potential 

(solid line) and those obtained from its Coulomb-like part alone (dashed line)- 

note the suppressed zero. Similar results are found for the Richardson potential. 

This suggests separating the portion of both the strong interaction and Higgs 

exchange potentials which are singular as r + 0 and using this combination to 

determine (approximately) $(O). Th is effective Coulomb potential -$ will have 

strength 

iti;= &+& (EL)2 (f)‘. (3.8) 
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Since for the corresponding ground state, I+(O) I2 cx (iSmt)3, we might expect that 

IWN”‘” = IIw~!!, [1+ c(t/v)2] , r) 

where 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

In Fig. 7 we see that the linear behavior expected on the basis of Eq. (3.9) 

is a fairly good representation of the actual dependence. However, the deduced 

coefficient of (e/q)2 * 1s smaller than that predicted by Eq. (3.10), presumably 

because the characteristic factor of emMnr U screens” the full strength of the ef- 

fective Coulomb piece of the Higgs exchange potential as we move out any finite 

distance from the point at r = 0. Be that as it may, thinking of the situation 

in terms of a single effective Coulomb potential leads to the qualitative or even 

semiquantitative understanding of the behavior of $(O) shown in Fig. 7. For 

light neutral Higgs (MHO M 5 to 20 GeV/c2) in particular, $J(O) changes appre- 

ciably, even for moderate values of c/v in the case of the Richardson potential 

(see Table 1). 

Fig. 8 shows the effect on I$J(O)I of Higgs exchange with large f through Z- 

toponium mixing 35 (which depends on l&(0)12) f or entire spectrum of nS states 

(for the Richardson potential), while for comparison Figs. 9 and 10 show the 

spectra for the Richardson and Cornell potentials, with no Higgs. The differences 

are fairly striking, although the Cornell potential without Higgs (which has a 

larger coefficient of $) partly mimics the effect of adding Higgs exchange to the 

Richardson potential. 
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We also show, in Fig. 11, the bump due to the 1S state, smeared by beam 

energy spread, for various values of I+(O)Irs, taking Mv,, fixed to be above the 

2 at 98 GeV (see Table 1 for a correspondence of these wavefunction values to 

: and MH). As discussed in Ref. 35, the bare width of the 1S is swamped by 

the width it acquires from mixing; this in turn is less than or near the machine 

resolution. Consequently the net effect of a larger I$(O)I is simply to make the 

resonance more noticeable. 

We conclude, however, that in general it may be far from easy to obtain a 

useful bound on $ f rom this effect. The study of B” - B” mixing in the previous 

section already places a rather stringent bound on $: the changes in levels and 

wavefunctions in the remaining region of interest are mostly comparable to the 

differences in these quantities found from use of different potential models. 

Still, a careful study, when toponium levels have been measured, might well 

yield information on the neutral Higgs. Certainly these effects must be borne 

in mind when the data has been taken, and one attempts to fit it to various 

potential models. 

4. Conclusion 

The bounds we have obtained from the B” -B” system on the ratio of vacuum 

expectation values, t/q, in the two Higgs doublet model, is a fairly tight one. 

For charged Higgs masses below w 0.5 TeV (where rH < MH), we have $ 5 10, 

even with some pessimism on the parameters entering the bound. If we narrow 

the region of interest for MH+ to be the more accessible one below a couple of 

hundred GeV/c2, then t/q 2 5 with the nominal set of parameters we have been 
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using. Furthermore, as experimental constraints on B” - B” mixing continue to 

improve, so should the bound. 

As we have noted several times, this is comparable to the bound obtained from 

the neutral K system, but with the added assumption there that the Higgs short- 

distance contribution to the CP violation parameter E is less than the standard 

short-distance contribution involving W’s. It is also comparable or better than 

bounds on t/q coming from other sources. For example, the bound c/q 2 

2MH+/(9mcmt) , ‘i2 derived in Ref. 8 from an assumed agreement of the t-quark 

semileptonic branching ratio with that of the standard model, is considerably 

less stringent than ours when MH+ > mt. Recently a bound on E/q which is 

independent of MH+ has been derived36 from the assumption of perturbative 

grand unification of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) with a desert between the weak and 

unification scales. For values of M H+ below several hundred GeV the bound on 

e/q obtained from the B” -B” system is smaller, while for larger MH+ the bound 

of Ref. 36 is the more restrictive one. Quite tight bounds37 on E/q, also follow 

from the requirement of stability of the Higgs potential when the lighter neutral 

scalar Higgs has a low mass. 

The limits on e/v found from the B” - B” system dampen the enthusiasm 

one feels at first sight for the potentially dramatic effects in the tf system due 

to exchange of a neutral Higgs boson with enhanced couplings, e.g., enlarged 

E(2S)-E(1S) splittings, enhanced I+(O) I, etc. 0 nce we restrict ourselves to say, 

e/v<5, the effects are not enormous unless MHO is quite small. Furthermore, 

exactly in cases where the effects are not large, they are qualitatively similar to 

the effects obtained by changing from one strong interaction potential to another 

with a stronger 5 singularity. In this regard, we emphasized the inversion of the 
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2S and 1P levels as something which is qualitatively different in the presence of 

a Higgs exchange potential of sufficient strength. But even for this property, Fig. 

6 shows that values of c/q<5 are not sufficient to cause this level inversion for 

the Richardson potential and do so only for small MHO in the case of the Cornell 

potential. 

Nevertheless, a large value of MH~ (yielding a weaker bound on E/q) together 

with a small value of MHO for at least one of the neutral Higgs bosons in the 

two doublet model is a possible scenario to contemplate. In such a case, by 

carefully comparing the tE spectrum and wave functions in several of its aspects 

simultaneously, it still could be possible to sort out the effects of neutral Higgs 

exchange from those of differing strong interaction potentials. 
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Table 1. Calculated parameters of toponium, for a few different potentials, 

values of MH, and 5; mt = 50 GeV ( a units GeV to appropriate powers). 11 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Box diagrams contributing to B ‘-3 mixing in a two-Higgs doublet model. 

H is the physical, charged Higgs. 

2. Limit on f 
0 

2 
versus the charged Higgs mass from B” - 3 mixing, for the 

“nominal” values of parameters given in the text. The dashed line is the 

approximate bound (see Eq. 2.16), while the solid curve is the full bound. 

3. Possible variations due to the use of different parameters in the limit given 

in Fig. 2. The upper curves correspond to the “pessimistic” case described 

in the text; the lower to the “optimistic.” The corresponding approximate 

bounds are denoted by dashed lines. 

4. Comparison of our limit from Fig. 2 (solid curve) with those of Ref. 7(dot- 

dash). 

5. Neutral Higgs exchange diagram contributing to the binding potential in 

the tf system. 

6. Minimum value of $ f or which Erp > &s, versus Higgs mass, for the 

Richardson and Cornell potentials. 

7. /T/J(O)~~/~ versus (;f)” for the Cornell potential (solid curve), and its Coulomb 

part alone (dashed curve), (the light dotted line is straight, for comparison). 

MHO =40 GeV. 

8. R(e+e- + p+p-) resulting from toponium-Z mixing for the Richardson 

potential, with mt=47.5 GeV/c 2, $=12, MH = 10 GeV, convoluted with a 

gaussian appropriate for obeclm=40 MeV. 

9. R(e+e- + p+p-) resulting from toponium-Z mixing for the Richardson 

potential, with mt=47.5 GeV/c2, but no Higgs exchange, convoluted with 
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a gaussian appropriate for q,,,=40 MeV. 

10. R(e+e- -+ p+p-) resulting from toponium-Z mixing for the Cornell poten- 

tial, mt=47.5 GeV/c 2, but no Higgs exchange, convoluted with a gaussian 

appropriate for abeom=40 MeV. 

11. R(e+e- --+ ~+JA-) resulting from the 1S resonance, smeared by q,,,, = 40 

MeV, for various values of I+(O) IIS, and a fixed Mv, = 98GeV. 
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